Lord Cultural Resources looks to Deltek Vision®
to Streamline Operations
Toronto, Canada – July 8, 2008 – Kennedy Vomberg Inc is pleased to announce that Lord
Cultural Resources has selected the Deltek Vision project-based business application. The
internal selection committee at Lord Cultural Resources chose Vision from amongst a number of
industry specific solutions as the „best in class‟ application to support their extensive global
operations.
“With a network of offices in Toronto, New York, Paris, Madrid and Beijing, and assignments in 42
countries on six continents we need to ensure that our internal structures are as efficient and
effective as possible,” remarked Janet MacLean, Director of Human Resources and Knowledge
Management, Lord Cultural Resources. “We feel that Vision will help us to streamline our
accounting, project management, and company resource planning processes while breaking
down information silos that have evolved throughout the years. We are excited about the
possibilities that this solution offers and look forward to using it to its maximum capabilities.”
“We‟re extremely pleased with Lord Cultural Resources‟ decision to move forward with the Vision
solution. It is apparent that there will be several areas where Vision will add incremental value to
their business operations,” said Don Kennedy, Principal of Kennedy Vomberg. “It is also gratifying
to see that Deltek‟s strategy of growing their business through regionally based implementation
consulting practices, such as ours, was a key determinant in the committee‟s decision in favour of
Vision.”
About Kennedy Vomberg
Kennedy Vomberg is headquartered in Toronto and provides business advisory and software
consulting services to the professional services industry throughout Ontario and beyond. In
partnership with Deltek, Kennedy Vomberg markets and implements the Vision line of business
management solutions to organizations that are project-based.
A sampling of Kennedy Vomberg clients include Aardvark Drilling, the Centre for Excellence in
Mining Innovation, Compugen, Corporate Contracting, the Mining Innovation Rehabilitation and
Applied Research Corporation, Montgomery Sisam Architects, NFOE Architects, NXL Architects,
Stendel + Reich Architects, and The Thompson Rosemount Group.
About Lord Cultural Resources
Founded in 1981 in response to an emerging need for specialized planning services in the
museum, cultural and heritage sector, Lord Cultural Resources is now the world‟s largest cultural
professional practice. With the successful completion of more than 1,600 projects worldwide, the
firm has earned an international reputation for sector leadership, innovation and excellence.
We are dedicated to the creation of cultural capital worldwide, the value created as a result of the
maximization of cultural resources. Our mission is to collaborate with people and organizations to
plan and manage cultural places, programs and resources that deliver excellence in the service
of society.
We distinguish ourselves through a comprehensive and integrated full-service offering built on a
foundation of: visioning, planning and implementation. We help clients clarify their goals; we
provide them with the tools to achieve those goals; and we leave a legacy as a result of training
and collaboration.

With our global network of offices, we conduct ourselves with respect for local adaptation, cultural
diversity and collaboration, embodying the highest standards of integrity, ethics and professional
practice.
Deltek and Deltek Vision are registered trademarks of Deltek, Inc. All other product or company names appearing in this
publication are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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